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few video game series have created as
vivid of a world for you to enter as the
legend of zelda. from the vibrant colors
to the dramatic backdrops to the
intimate, almost oppressive scale of
hyrule, the series' graphics are
memorable and always provide a
source of inspiration for new designers
to rival the series' breadth of ideas.
since its inception, nintendo has kept a
strict control over what types of games
they let people play on their consoles.
the result has been a rich catalog of
unique, imaginative games on the
switch, whose library (as of early 2019)
is second only to the xbox one in terms
of games available for purchase or free-
to-play. in halo, you control the master
chief through a series of war games
against an alien race called the
covenant. the game continues on a
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40-year time-line and follows the
chief's journey from a top-secret super
soldier on the verge of death to a
spartan-iv who has outgrown the
military. the game's narrative is
detailed and memorable. in my opinion,
not many action games have ever
made the leap from successful console
titles to truly great pc games. perhaps
not surprisingly, the deus ex series has
been able to do this for the better part
of two decades. in deus ex: mankind
divided, you play adam jensen, a
member of a covert organization known
only as the illuminati. jensen's been
recruited for a mission that will put him
on a collision course with the decision
makers of the future. another game
that has the ability to seamlessly move
from console to pc is the god of war
series. in the most recent title, you play
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kratos as he travels across greece and
other places to avenge the murder of
his family and friends. in doing so, he
has to fight for the souls of the gods as
well as the people of athens and other
places of importance to the gods.

Dante's Inferno Game Pc Download 15

the game is a futuristic racing game
with a unique movement mechanic,
where players race by jumping on

moving platforms and walking, running
and dodging across platforms while

also competing against other players.
the game features a career mode, a

story mode, multiplayer modes, and a
3d map editor. the game is a follow-up

to the game, and is the third
installment in the series. the game is

set in a post-apocalyptic future, where
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a virus has destroyed the earth and
only a handful of people remain.

players take on the role of one of these
survivors, and in the game, they must
journey across the ruins of the earth,

collecting resources and building items
to create weapons and tools to use

against the creatures that now inhabit
the planet. the game features a story

mode, survival mode, and a multiplayer
mode. a towering beast of a monster,

this 8.4-foot tall ice-demons icy beast is
one of the toughest foes that you will
ever fight in game of thrones. and if

he’s not stopped, he will kill your entire
party in mere minutes. you’ll play as
four of the most powerful fighters in
the land, each with their own unique
fighting style and attitude. customize

the different combinations of their
armor, weapons, and the skill tree to
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create your own unique fighting style!
while you can fight alone, you’ll also
have the option of teaming up with

other players in the online multiplayer
mode, and you’ll also have the option
of playing co-op against the computer.
the game also features a world map,
where you’ll be able to participate in

local co-op and competitive gameplay.
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